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Abstract—This article presents a survey of model-driven techniques for data model synthesis. During an extensive research, we identified more than 70 research papers in the field and more than 15 different graphical notations used for the source model representation. We have classified the proposed approaches into four distinct groups: function-oriented, process-oriented, communication-oriented and goal-oriented. Their contributions are presented in chronological order and evaluated based on several main criteria. Although the idea of model-driven design of the data model is more than 25 years old, the survey shows the richness and diversity of ideas, but only a small number of implemented automatic generators.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The data model constitutes one of the most important artifacts in the information system design process, as well as the crucial component of software system models. Consequently, the automatization of data model design has been the subject of research for many years.

Since Chen’s eleven heuristic rules [1] for the translation of information requirements specified in a natural language into an E-R diagram, a lot of research has been done in the field of natural language processing (NLP) on extracting knowledge from requirements specifications and automating data model design. At present, a natural language is the most frequently used way for requirements specifications and the majority of approaches to automated data model design are NLP-based approaches. Their effectiveness and limitations are usually deeply related to the source language, and their utilization is questionable for languages with complex morphology. Currently, there are several non-NLP-based alternatives to automated data model design, such as approaches taking models (graphically specified business/software requirements) as the basis for automated data model design instead of requirements specifications expressed in a natural language.

The first papers that focused on the model-driven design of the data model appeared in the second half of the 1980s. The first papers reporting the model-driven tools for (semi)automatic data model synthesis were published in the mid-1990s. However, although the idea of model-driven design of the data model is more than 25 years old, the fully automatic model-driven synthesis of the data model is still the subject of intensive research. In the existing literature there are only a small number of papers presenting the implementation of the automatic model-driven generator of the target data model with the corresponding evaluation results, while the great majority of papers only present modest achievements in (semi)automated, or even manual, data model synthesis.

In the related literature there are no papers presenting the systematic literature review (SLR) in the field of model-driven synthesis of the data model. Several existing papers [2]–[5] give only a partial overview of the field by focusing on some particular source notation or by presenting a wider overview of techniques for synthesizing different (not only data) models and taking different source (not only graphical) specifications as the base. Jilani et al. [3] present a comparative study of seven approaches to the synthesis of UML diagrams based on data flow diagrams (DFD), but this study is not focused on data model synthesis and does not cover all existing approaches taking the DFD as a starting point. Franch et al. [2] present the classification of the combined usage of the i° notation with other notations and modeling frameworks. However, only two of all identified papers address the synthesis of data models based on i°. Loniewski et al. in [4] present the SLR of the use of requirements engineering techniques in model-driven software development. However, they are not exclusively focused on the model-driven synthesis of the data model, and only a few papers, out of approximately 70 identified, belong to the target group of model-driven approaches to data model synthesis. Yue et al. in [5] present the SLR of transformation approaches between user requirements and analysis models, but this review is focused on the textual specification of user requirements as a starting point.

Inspired by the lack of an appropriate review of the existing model-driven techniques for data model synthesis, we have conducted an extensive survey of the related literature and identified more than 70 papers addressing the model-driven synthesis of the data model. In this paper we present the results of this survey and provide a classification of the identified techniques based on the primary focus, i.e. the orientation of a source notation. The contribution of the related papers within each classification group is presented in chronological order and evaluated based on several main criteria.

The article is structured as follows: after the introduction, the second section presents the taxonomy of source notations and the corresponding classification of the existing papers; the subsequent sections briefly present all categories and their main representatives; the seventh section presents the comparative study of the existing approaches; the final section concludes the paper.
II. CLASSIFICATION OF EXISTING APPROACHES

We conducted an extensive survey of the related literature and identified more than 70 primary sources (articles, conference papers, PhD theses) addressing the model-driven synthesis of the data model (MDSDM). Based on the primary focus of a source notation, all identified papers can be classified into four main groups: (i) function-oriented, (ii) process-oriented\(^1\), (iii) communication-oriented\(^2\), and (iv) goal-oriented. The corresponding paper distribution is given in Table I, while the taxonomy of source notations is presented in Fig. 1.

### TABLE I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source notation</th>
<th>Function-oriented (FOM)</th>
<th>Process-oriented (POM)</th>
<th>Communication-oriented (COM)</th>
<th>Goal-oriented (GOM)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of papers</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 1. Taxonomy of source notations in MDSDM.](image)

The chronological overview of the identified MDSDM approaches is given in Fig. 2. The approaches are grouped by a source notation and then aggregated in accordance with the introduced classification. Different marks are used to differentiate the source model completeness and the level of automatization for the identified papers. The arrows are used to emphasize the related papers presenting the improvements in the same approach.

\(^1\)The main criterion for the differentiation between the process-oriented and function-oriented notations is the capacity for the explicit representation of a workflow.

\(^2\)Although some communication-oriented notations might be considered as process-oriented, the main reason for making a separate category lies in the fact that the given notations are focused on the interaction between the process participants.

![Fig. 2. Chronological overview of MDSDM approaches.](image)
III. Function-oriented models as starting point

The first ideas about the MDSDM based on function-oriented models (FOMs) appeared in the second half of the 1980s, but the initial implementations of (semi)automatic generators did not occur before the mid-1990s.

The chronological overview of the identified approaches is presented in Fig. 2 (together with other categories).

Our survey shows that FOMs, used as a basis for the MDSDM, have been represented by four different notations (Fig. 1): DFD, SADT/IDEF0, TFM (Topological Functioning Model) and UML UCD (Use Case Diagram).

Since the Carswell & Navathe’s SA-ER proposal [6] in 1987, the DFD [7] (including its modifications) has been a function-oriented notation commonly used (>50%) as a starting point for the MDSDM. Among the 13 identified papers [6], [8]–[19], there is no paper that presents an automatic generator taking a complete model of functional system requirements represented by the DFD-hierarchy. Just one paper [13] presents a semiautomatic generator taking a complete source model represented by the DF Net hierarchy, while four papers [12], [15]–[17] present the automated generation of the data model based on an incomplete source model, i.e. a single DFD.

The SADT/IDEF0 is used in five papers [20]–[24]. Only two papers [21], [22] report the (semi)automated generation of the target data model. The TFM [25] is used in several papers [26]–[28], but all of them present only manual data model derivation from the TFM. The UML UCD is used in [29] for semiautomated data model synthesis.

The survey of the MDSDM approaches, taking FOMs as a starting point, implies:

- the majority of approaches (>65%) take an incomplete model of functional requirements, i.e. a single diagram, as a basis for data model synthesis;
- the target data model is mainly represented by the UML class diagram (>60%), but some other notations are also used (e.g. IDEF1/IDEF1X in [20]–[22], E-R in [6], [9], [23], NIAM in [10] and OOMD in [11]);
- since the great majority of approaches (~90%) are based on guidelines and informal rules, the automatization level is very low (~60% is manual, while less than 20% is automatic);
- the percentage of the evaluated approach is very low – only one [13] approach (<5%) was evaluated based on a controlled experiment, while all others were not evaluated at all, or were just shown by some illustrative examples without any quantitative and/or qualitative evaluation;
- the semantic capacity of FOMs has not been sufficiently identified to enable the automatic synthesis of the target data model, since the existing approaches, which automatically generate the data model, do not generate an adequate data model structure regarding the proper number of classes, their associations and association end multiplicities.

IV. Process-oriented models as starting point

Process-oriented models (POMs) constitute the largest category of models being used as a starting point for the MDSDM. Although the first data model synthesis based on the POM (A-graph) was proposed by Wrycza [30] in 1990, the boom of these approaches was influenced by the appearance and development of metamodel-based notations, particularly the UML AD (UML activity diagram) in the late 1990s/early 2000s, and the BPMN (Business Process Model and Notation) a few years later, as well as the ATL [31] and QVT [32] transformation languages.

The survey shows that POMs, used as a basis for data model synthesis, have been represented by seven different notations (Fig. 1): UML AD, BPMN, GRAPES-BM/TCD, Petri Net, RAD (Role Activity Diagram), EPC (Event-driven Process Chain) and A-graph. The chronology of the identified approaches is presented as part of Fig. 2.

The UML AD is used in 14 papers [33]–[46]. Only one paper [46] presents an automatic data model generator (named ADB DESIGN) based on the complete source model, i.e. a source model containing a finite set of UML ADs representing all business processes in a domain; several papers [36]–[38], [42]–[45] present the automated, mainly ATL- and QVT-based, data model generation based on the incomplete source model, but with a modest precision (measure showing the percentage of correct automatically generated concepts) and recall (automatically generated percentage of the target model), while the others present manual data model derivation.

Although the BPMN is used in 12 papers [47]–[58], there is no paper presenting an automatic generator of the data model based on the complete source model. There are two QVT-based proposals [50], [53], but with modest achievements in the automated generation of the analysis level class diagram, as well as several proposals [48], [49], [52], [56], [58] for the semiautomated generation.

There are also several related papers [59]–[63] proposing the usage of the TCD notation (a part of the GRAPES-BM language) as a starting point for data model synthesis, initially through the intermediate model, while the final release [63] presents the BRAIN TOOL generator, which generates the data model directly from the TCD. However, like the majority of all proposals, they do not consider the complete source model, and the proposed approach is also not evaluated.

Among the remaining papers proposing data model synthesis based on Petri nets in [64], [65], EPC in [66], A-graph in [30], and RAD in [67], only two sources [65], [67] present software tools for the (semi)automated generation of the data model based on the incomplete source model.

The survey of the MDSDM approaches based on POMs implies:

- only two (~5%) papers [30], [46] take the complete source model, while others just consider a single diagram as a basis for data model synthesis;
- the target data model is predominantly represented by the UML class diagram (>90%), while the E-R is used only in [30], [64], [65];
the majority of proposed approaches are based on guidelines (∼30%) and informal rules (∼40%), but the development of transformation languages (ATL and QVT) has made an important contribution to the formalization and automatization of the MDSDM approaches in the recent years, so the participation of (semi)automatic techniques is significant (∼60%);

• a small percentage (∼10%) of approaches were evaluated based on a controlled experiment [56], [67] or a single case study [45], [46], while all others were not evaluated at all, or just illustrated by some examples without any quantitative/qualitative evaluation;

• only one paper [46] presents an automatic data model generator based on the complete source model, but the generated data model can be considered just as an initial data model, i.e. an analysis level data model;

• the semantic capacity of POMs has not yet been sufficiently identified to enable the automatic synthesis of the complete target data model, since the existing approaches still do not have a sufficient recall in the automated generation of some types of associations and class members.

V. COMMUNICATION-ORIENTED MODELS AS STARTING POINT

Communication-oriented models (COMs) constitute a smaller category of models used for data model synthesis. The survey shows that COMs, used as a starting point for data model synthesis, have been represented by three different notations (Fig. 1): UML SD (Sequence Diagram), ICONIX (Robustness Diagram) and CED (Communicative Event Diagram). The chronology of the identified approaches is presented in Fig. 2.

The UML SD [68] was identified in six (60% of this category) sources [69]–[74] as a source notation for data model synthesis. According to [72], transformations from sequence to class diagrams can be classified as strong, which implies that the source model possesses a sufficient semantic capacity only for the semiautomatic synthesis of the target data model, as in [69], [72]. The semantic capacity of the UML SD can be augmented by the specialization of the standard notation, and the process of data model synthesis can be automatic, as in the RETO tool [70], [71]. The process of data model synthesis in other two studies [73], [74] is manual. Among the remaining proposals for data model synthesis based on the CED [75] in [76], [77] and the ICONIX [78] in [78], [79], the semiautomatic synthesis of the data model is proposed in [77], [79], while others propose the guidelines for manual data model synthesis.

The survey of the MDSDM approaches based on COMs implies:

• the majority (60%) of papers take the incomplete source model as a basis for data model synthesis;

• the target data model is exclusively represented by the UML class diagram;

• although the majority (70%) of papers are based on guidelines and informal rules, the majority (60%) of papers still present (semi)automated techniques for data model synthesis;

• only one (10%) proposal [77] was evaluated based on a controlled experiment, while all others were not evaluated;

• only one primary study [71] presents an automatic data model generator based on the complete source model, but with a modest recall of some association types and without proper evaluation.

VI. GOAL-ORIENTED MODELS AS STARTING POINT

Goal-oriented models (GOMs), as the main artifacts produced in the early phases of goal-oriented requirements engineering processes, constitute the fourth category of models used for data model synthesis. The survey shows that GOMs, used as a starting point for data model synthesis, have been represented, as depicted in Fig. 1, by the $i^*$ notation [80] and some $i^*$-originated notations like TROPOS [81], [82] and V-graph [83]. The chronology of the identified approaches is presented in Fig. 2.

$i^*$ models were identified in eight (>70% of the entire category) papers [81], [84]–[90] as a basis for data model synthesis. Most of the identified papers present the automatic synthesis of the data model to some extent, while only two papers [81], [84] present manual data model derivation. Most of the papers reporting automated data model synthesis are mutually related and present improvements in the same approach and the same tool named GOOD/XGOOD [85]–[88]. Other proposals based on TROPOS models in [91], [92] and V-graph in [93] are also mainly automated to some extent, but not evaluated.

The survey of the MDSDM approaches based on GOMs implies:

• since $i^*$ and $i^*$-originated notations enable the representation of functional and non-functional requirements by a unique diagram (but with difficult "readability"), all identified papers take the complete source model as a basis for data model synthesis;

• the target data model is exclusively represented by the UML class diagram;

• the large majority (>90%) of papers are based on guidelines and informal rules;

• the majority (>60%) of papers present (semi)automated techniques for data model synthesis, but the recall might be estimated as insufficient; and

• there is no evaluated approach at all.

VII. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

All papers were analyzed according to the following criteria (results are presented in Fig. 3):

• Source notation – a notation used for the source model representation;

• Source model completeness – a source model might be considered as complete or partial (complete/partial representation of requirements);
- **Target notation** – a notation used for the data model representation;
- **Level of automatization** – data model synthesis might be considered as *manual* (not supported by any software tool), *semiautomatic* (supported by a tool, but the designer’s assistance is still required) or *automatic* (without designer’s assistance);
- **Level of formalism** – data model synthesis might be driven by *guidelines* (synthesis is generally described without rules for data model synthesis), *informal rules* (rules specified in a natural language) or by *formal rules* (rules formally represented by a transformation language, formal algorithm, predicate logic, etc.);
- **Approach evaluation** – an approach might be considered as *evaluated* (based on a controlled experiment or a case study) or *not evaluated*.

The analysis implies that POMs and FOMs are predominantly (> 70%) used as a basis for the MDSDM. Three notations (UML AD, DFD, BPMN), belonging to these two categories, are used in half of all identified sources. The DFD, as a traditional function-oriented notation, still constitutes the subject of research in the field of MDSDM, but it loses the precedence to the newer, metamodel-based notations UML AD and BPMN, as well as the goal-oriented notations.

Most of the papers (~ 70%) do not take the complete source model, but only incomplete, i.e. the partial model of business or system requirements, as a basis for data model synthesis. The incompleteness of the source model is a typical characteristic of all categories, except for approaches having GOMs as a basis for data model synthesis, since all of them are based on the i* notation, which captures "all" requirements by a single diagram.

The UML class diagram is used for the representation of the target data model in a large majority (> 85%) of all identified papers. Other notations were mainly used in some approaches before the adoption of the UML standard.

Data model synthesis is mainly (~ 80%) informally specified, equally by guidelines and informal rules, while just one-fifth of all papers specify data model synthesis in some formal way. Consequently, the level of automatization is rather low – a half of all papers present only manual data model derivation, while the other half present (semi)automated data model generation to some extent. The development of transformation languages (ATL and QVT) has made a significant contribution to the formalization and automatization of data model synthesis in the recent years, so the participation of automatic techniques (~ 35%) is growing.

A deeper analysis implies that the semantic capacity of graphically represented business/software requirements (regardless of their orientation) has not yet been sufficiently identified to enable the automatic synthesis of the complete data model, since a large majority of the existing approaches still do not have a significant recall in the automated generation of class associations, association end multiplicities and class members.

Apart from the low level of formalism and automatization, the insufficiently identified semantic capacity of models representing business/software requirements constitutes also the main cause for the almost complete absence of evaluation of the proposed approaches. More than 90% of the analyzed approaches are not evaluated at all, while the evaluation in the evaluated papers was mainly focused on the approach usability, but not on the qualitative/quantitative measures for the implemented tools and generated data models.

![Fig. 3. Main characteristics of MDSDM approaches.](image-url)

**VIII. CONCLUSION**

In this article we presented the results of the survey of model-driven techniques for data model synthesis. During the extensive research, we identified more than 70 research papers in the field and more than 15 different notations used for the source model representation.

Apart from the unique classification into four distinct groups: function-oriented, process-oriented, communication-oriented and goal-oriented, we gave the chronological overview of all identified papers classified according to the introduced classification, as well as the results of the evaluation based on several main criteria.

Although the idea of model-driven design of the data model is more than 25 years old, the survey shows that only a small number of papers present the implemented automatic model-driven generator of the data model and the corresponding evaluation results.

The main reason for the modest achievements in the automated model-driven design of the data model lies in the insufficiently identified semantic capacity of graphically represented business/software requirements for the automatic synthesis of the complete target data model.
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